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Anatomic reconstruction of anterior cruciate ligament—concept, 
indication and its efficacy

The recent focused issue of Annals of Joint (AOJ) deals with “Anatomic reconstruction of anterior cruciate ligament—concept, 
indication and its efficacy”. I worked as an invited editor. Professor Freddie Fu, an Editor-in-Chief of AOJ, kindly and 
unexpectedly asked me to do so. It is an extraordinarily honorable invitation to me. 

The double-bundle anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction using a medial hamstring tendon with the 
EndoButton fixation, which I had reported first in the Journal of Arthroscopy in 1999, sublimated to the anatomic double-
bundle ACL reconstruction by Professor Kazunori Yasuda in 2004. The anatomic ACL reconstruction attracted attention 
from the knee ligament surgeons, all over the world. The extensive scientific work of Professor Fu and his group on anatomic 
ACL reconstruction led the orthopaedic sports medicine for 10 years afterwards. 

The concept of anatomic ACL reconstruction developed our understanding of the ACL much higher and deeper, resulting in 
better stability of anterior-posterior direction, however, still some room for improvement of anterolateral rotational stability left. 
Taking the opportunity of planning the special issue as an editor, I thought to summarize the present status of the anatomic ACL 
reconstruction and to suggest the better ACL reconstruction and the direction for the future ACL reconstruction. 

In this special issue, I first asked Professor Fu to provide the concept, indication and its efficacy of the anatomic ACL 
reconstruction. Unfortunately, new knowledge and understandings of the normal ACL anatomy and biomechanics could not 
be shown in this issue. The majority of the ACL surgeons now came to the conclusion of that normal ACL attaches broadly 
to the lateral wall of the intercondylar notch with the direct and indirect insertion (fan-like extension) in the femoral site. 
In the tibial site, the main portion creates C-shaped thin structure. Biomechanical studies indicated that the direct insertion 
works as the principal portion of the normal ACL. However, this anatomic fact cannot simply suggest creating the bone 
tunnels in the center of the direct insertion.

I admit to failing in improving the outcome of the double bundle ACL reconstruction for the patients with only 
improvement of the static knee stability even if tried improving it by changing the tunnel position and initial graft tensioning, 
and by preserving the residual tissue for 25 years. I interpret the causes as that graft tissue cannot recreate the normal 
anatomy as the tendon structure is different from that of normal ACL, and that the healing process of the graft takes more 
than 2 years. Moreover, the ACL injury does not consist of simple ACL rupture, but the injury includes other structures 
of menisci, capsular ligament and articular cartilage and so forth. Therefore, I suspect that even perfect reconstruction of 
the ACL cannot reconstruct the whole structure of the knee. But, this simple question has not been answered yet. Recent 
recognition of the anterior lateral ligament and re-acknowledgement of the lateral extraarticular tenodesis (LET) suggest that 
the remaining insufficiency of the concomitant injuries of the anterolateral structure takes part in residual instability even 
after a perfect anatomic ACL reconstruction.

Further innovation of technique in anatomic ACL reconstruction should be continued and encouraged. Residual remnant 
preserving reconstruction technique will be worth considering (Professor Kondo). Tunnel creation technique preserving 
remnant tissue will be reasonable (Professor Koga). Recreation of C-shape tibial attachment and ribbon-like femoral insertion 
using a new instrumentation system is attractive (Professor Siebold). Triple-bundle hamstring anatomic reconstruction is 
reasonable in recreating C-shape tibial attachment (Professor Mae). Rectangular tunnel reconstruction using bone patellar 
tendon bone graft will be anatomically better and be superior in stability (Professor Shino). Quadriceps tendon will be a 
future graft in ACL reconstruction (Professor Lee). Each article will be interesting and attractive to the readers. 

Professor Seil and his colleague have up-dated ACL injury and surgery of patients with open physis based on their 
sufficient experience and knowledge. The article is very impressive. Regarding the importance of combined lateral tenodesis 
(LET) with intra-articular ACL reconstruction, Professor Zaffagnini indicated his long-term experience with good outcome. 
Professor Getgood introduced their standard surgical technique of the LET, combined with their concept of lateral tenodesis, 
the anatomic and biomechanical studies of the LET. At the end of this special issue, Professor Musahl provided another issue 
of anatomic ACL reconstruction, that is, “revision ACL reconstruction” with the remaining problems.

I hope that this special issue helps extending the concept of anatomic ACL reconstruction and improving the outcome of 
ACL reconstruction in the near future.

Editorial
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